
With Quard and Quend, workshops can now be run  
smoothly and efficiently. Discover the advantages of  
NLMK Clabecq’s quenched and tempered steels in their different 
transformation processes.
Their qualities are based upon four distinguishing factors.

1. Superior workability

2. ConSiStent plate Quality 

3. uniQue experienCe with thin and wide plateS

4.  a flexible and proaCtive team

Quard and Quend, the boost you need to increase 
productivity within your company! 

improved workability for 
inCreaSed produCtivity



ABRASION RESISTANT STEEL

HIGH YIELD STRENGTH STEEL

1. Superior workability

When it comes to transforming steel in a professionally way, your  
experience and know-how make all the difference. If you need  
to increase your performance in this area, Quard and Quend  
should be top of your list. They optimise steps in steel processing  
and always ensure high quality results.
At each stage of the transformation, you can take advantage of the  
superior workability.

 

 

Cutting
Allows high precision,  
regardless of the technique  
used (laser, plasma, etc.)

milling 
Flawless milling, drilling, 
countersinking, etc.

bending 
Tight bending radius  
for better performance

welding 
Easily achieve neat work  
while keeping the plates’  
high mechanical properties

Cutting

Milling

Bending

Welding



1.  flatness in accordance with EN 
10029 Class S* standard thanks to 
NLMK Clabecq’s latest generation 
levellers and to a mastered heat 
treatment process

2.  Premium class surface finish compared with other heavy plates as 
a result of NLMK Clabecq’s unique manufacturing process (a Quarto 
rolling mill and a 4-stand continuous finishing mill on the same line)

3.  Tight thickness tolerances obtained by finishing rolling in  
the special thin gauge devices and which exceed standards

4.  A slightly alloyed optimised chemical composition with steel 
purity level far beyond the norm, thanks to parent company NLMK’s 
new equipment, such as a vacuum degasser and state of the art 
continuous casting 

By using premium Quard and Quend plates, you can be sure that tool 
assembly times are reduced and manufacturing the finished product is easy

*Is this not enough for you?  
Upon request, NLMK Clabecq 
can provide you with  
3.5 mm / m plates (50% Class S).

how Can you reaCh  
thiS maximum workability?
  

you can do so by taking advantage of  
the unique combination of four factors:
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2.  ConSiStent internal Quality throughout 
produCtion

Regularity in the performance helps you find routine in your production.  
That’s why we make sure Quard and Quend offer uniformity over time.

1.  From NLMK’s giant blast furnace and the slab making to NLMK 
Clabecq’s finest heat treatments and the high tech levellers of NLMK 
Clabecq, proven production processes ensure consistent rolling and 
finishing quality of plates.

2.  Q&T plates undergo permanent or regular quality checks at all levels,  
online or in a laboratory

actual quality output over time enhances higher process 
reliability and improves productivity



ABRASION RESISTANT STEEL

HIGH YIELD STRENGTH STEEL

3. a Singular produCer of Q&t plateS

NLMK Clabecq is the only recognised & specialised player when 
it comes to manufacturing both thin and wide plates in the Q&T 
(quenched & tempered) steel plates sector. Few companies can 
rightly claim to be specialists in both domains. And even fewer can 
consistently guarantee optimal quality and availability.

1.  More than three plates out of five have a thickness of less than 
10 mm (3/8”); more than 80% of the production is rolled up to 
25.4 mm (1”).

2.  We have over 40 years of experience in the production of thin 
and wide plates, combined with extensive experience in rolling, 
handling and transporting.

when your production depends on plates mainly in  
(but not limited to) the thinner gauges, you can count  
on nlmk Clabecq to be available around the clock and  
to maintain your productivity. 



For NLMK Clabecq, the performance of Quard and Quend is 
as important as the satisfaction of our customers. Our entire team 
shares the same ambition – to contribute to increased productivity 
in your workshop. In order to make this become a reality,  
we have restructured the organisation and put together a new 
team of professionals: 

-  experienced technical-commercial collaborators will work with 
you directly and convert your requirements into tailor-made 
solutions;

-  technical support specialists will offer direct, useful answers  
to your technical questions and support you in the development 
of applications

with nlmk Clabecq, you can achieve your short-term 
production requirements efficiently and speed up your 
long-term innovation programs

nlmk ClabeCQ 

On the quenched and tempered steel plates (Q&T) market,  
NLMK Clabecq has unique expertise in extra thin and wide 
products. It aims to become a major international player, 
strengthened by its strategy of specialising in high-performance 
steel. It offers users, who wish to optimise their production and 
innovate in terms of development, new perspectives. As a full 
subsidiary of NLMK, the company benefits from a constant and 
direct supply of high-quality slabs.

nlmk group

As one of the leading international steelmakers in terms of 
capitalisation, NLMK supports a huge investment policy on all 
its sites. Thanks to its verticalisation strategy, it controls the entire 
supply chain, from the raw materials, thanks to its own mines,  
to the local distribution of finished products close to the customer. 

4.  a perSonal and reSponSive relationShip
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Quard®  

-  Sectors: Yellow goods, mining and 
quarrying, recycling, agriculture, 
industrial plant manufacturing

-  Applications: buckets, cutting edges, 
dumper bodies, tippers, crushers, 
conveyors, containers, shredders, 
cutters, cyclones, hoppers, etc.



Quend®  

- Sectors: lifting, handling, transport

-  Applications: boom sections for truck 
cranes, chassis, outriggers, grapples, 
deck structures, etc.
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produCt range & dimenSionS 

To fulfil your needs in quenched & tempered plates, NLMK Clabecq 
is constantly expanding its Quard and Quend lines. 
It program will offer the following grades:

Quard                 Quend
 

400
450
500
550

 

700
900
960
1100
1300

 
dimenSionS:

- thickness: 3 - 50 mm
- width: up to 3,100 mm
- length: up to 16 m



availability 
 
Quard & Quend are available to all users worldwide, from stock 
or on special order.

The Q&T commercial network can provide you with more information 
about delivery times.
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key pointS to remember 

1.  Incomparable workability of Quard and Quend due to 
their flatness, thickness tolerance and surface finish

2. Constant plate quality
3. NLMK Clabecq: the only specialised player
4. A team and an international network with a philosophy

Superior workability for inCreaSed produCtivity

To find out more about the latest products and combinations, 
visit both the Quard and Quend websites
www.quard.me 
www.quend.me  
or contact your local representative
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Quard® is an abrasion resistant steel designed to resist wear 
in applications used in the earth moving, construction, mining, 
quarrying and recycling industries. The durability of Quard  
makes it ideal for big machines used in tough conditions.

The Quend® product line refers to high yield strength steels 
developed for low weight applications which require high carrying 
capacity such as lifting or transportation.

Quenched and tempered (Q&T) steel plates from  
NLMK Clabecq are produced with the most advanced heat treatment 
technology on lines especially designed for thin  
and wide plates, to the benefit of transformers and end-users.

inCreaSed produCtivity



www.quard.me 
www.quend.me

nlmk Clabecq 
Rue de Clabecq, 101 
B-1460 Ittre 
belgium
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QuenChed & tempered plateS: 

enhanCe produCtivity through 

Superior workability
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